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SIRO-A 

TECHNICAL RIDER 

Contact:                                        　 

E-Mail:contact@siro-a.com  

Length of performance:

75   min (full show with  out intermission  )

   Total of   9   person crew                                      

 *Show lengths are flexible, depending on the standard required at the country Performance. 
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1) VENUE

The performance will rely heavily upon in-house facility. Therefore, it is essential that we receive

the complete information package before well in advance. It should be as complete, detailed 

and up-to-date as possible in all measurements and should be in English and in PDF or 

Illustrator format file data. If the presenter doesn't have these data, please present 

measurements of the venue and pictures.

a) Layout Plan and Section Plan

Presenter to Supply

Venue Ground Plan         

Section View        

                                  

Plans above should represent the below: 

Permanently fixed equipment/any obstructions/all lighting positions/speakers positions/movable 

stage pieces/grid trusses should all be detailed.

              

b) Electrical/Power

Presenter to supply

Please outline location, amperage and connection method of onstage power distribution. 

Indicate the number of circuits, power plugs, and their precise location.                

The presenter assumes all responsibilities in case of power interruptions or malfunctions of the

power supply. The presenter should make sure that there is a secure, stable power supplies for

the video projector and sound equipment.

While we bring with us the necessary power converters for our Japanese equipment, but if 

unforeseen power issue occurs at the country or location of performance, the presenter must 

support to solve the problems of electrical and power.

c) Audience Seating Plan

The presenter must present the Audience seating plan with the stage and side view lines before

the tickets are released for sale. This is due to from certain side view angles the show is not

viewable of the show (See below picture). This also applies to the front row seat which have to
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be at least a minimum of 6ft(2m) from the front of the stage for the show to be viewable.
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2) STAGE EQUIREMENTS – PREFORMANCE AREA

a) Stage Dimensions

- Depth of performance area: 22ft (6.7m)

- Width of performance area: 32ft (10m) 

- Depth of stage : 23ft (7m)

- Width of stage: 39ft (12m)

- Ceiling Height :min.16ft(5m)

- Stage Height/Elevation: min.3ft (0.9m)

- Inclination: no inclination
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b) Video Projector

Presenter to supply

6ft Projector Stand

Due to the nature of our show, which is based on precise video mapping projections, the 

position of the projector is the most important and can make-or-break the show.

 Here are the requirements for the projector to be positioned for the show.  

                                                                          

We  require  the  projector  to  be  in  the center/back  behind  the  audience to  be  either

rigged/hanged from the ceiling down or set in a secure space on a stand behind the audience

seating, which the projector can project video without any possible disturbances.
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c) Floor Surface

Presenter to supply

We require the stage flooring to be mat black and non-reflective. Due to that shinny surface 

will reflect the project video and affect the video effect. If the venue does not have the required 

flooring, the presenter must supply them. Due to the precision of the video projection, the stage 

and its floor surface should not have any level difference at any point, no nails, no holes, nor 

any disturbance.

d) In-house Darkness

Presenter to supply

Due  to  the  nature  of  our  performance,  we  require  the  stage  and  the  entire  space  to  be

completely dark.  Such  as  any windows  or  transparent  windows  or  any  other  which  allow

sunlight or light from outside to enter. Also only during the performance, we need all emergency 

light signs to be turned-off, as it will affect the show’s project video effect. The presenter should

make sure and secure these requirements and if met with problems, supply the solution and

materials that will cover those. (Due to local/national health and safety regulation)

e) Smoke Machine

The presenter must make sure that smoke machine can be used at the venue without issues 

(incl. Full clearance of fire-safety, smoke alarms, etc.). And if the venue have smoke machine in 

the space, that we are allowed to use for the show. If no smoke machine is available, the 

presenter must supply the smoke machine with sufficient smoke liquid to use for the duration of 

the performances. Smoke liquid is not water-soluble, But Oil-soluble.
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3) LIGHTING

Presenter to supply

Lighting Technician/Operator

Please ensure that the audience area can be lit up. (We use House-light regularly) At least one 

in-house technician will be available to control the righting. 

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

4) SOUND

Presenter to supply

PA Technician/Sound Operator

Although we control all the sound from our PC with our visual images, we require a PA 

technician/operator during the show to control the main sound balance for the venue.

Our sound will be stereo output from our pc nearby the projector. The stereo output will be in 

multi, which will feed into the main mixing console of the venue to the main space speakers.

Monitor Speakers

We require at least 2 stage monitor speakers for the performers to hear the sound. The monitor 

speakers can be anywhere as long is does not obstruct the performance and block the video 

projections.  

House Speakers/Woofers

Our music and sounds requires that sound system (speakers + subwoofers) to have at least to 

the quality level of similar to a Dance Club PA setup to ensure the quality of the show sounds. If 

these are not levels can not be achieved at the venue, the presenter must supply them.

5) LOCAL CREW

Presenter to supply

Technician / Stage Hand / Security

Please ensure that depending on the local regulation the presenter has to provide all staff,that is

necessary to organize a safe and secure event such as

- Stage manager 
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 From set up SIRO-A Show until dismantling

- PA Technician (for main PA System) 

 From set up SIRO-A Show until dismantling

- Light Technician (for in-house Light System) 

 From set up SIRO-A Show until dismantling

- At least five stage hands (loading and handling SIRO-A Equipment) 　　　　　　　　　　　

During loading, set up and dismantling

-Depending on local regulation the presenter has to provide / inform 

 Sufficient security / First Aid / Fire Department 

                                                                     

6) SCHEDULE

Time frame required for unloading, setup, video and sound test, lighting check, sound check

9:00-11:00 Set up(2hrs)

11:00-13:00 Video Calibration(2hrs)

13:00-14:00 Break

14:00-15:00 Sound / Lighting check

15:00-17:00 Rehearsal

17:00-18:00 Tweaking if any

18:00-19:30 Show

19:30-21:00 Unloading

8) STORAGE

The company needs a complete secured indoor storage area for its equipment boxes and tools. 

The space should be within reasonable reach of the performance area. (Same floor)

*This area can be the same space as the dressing room or backstage space.

And it also needs to serve as temporary working space for emergency instances of prop repairs 

works, props building etc. Therefore the space at least it has to be a space that can be occupied

by people. (i.e. not a space with no lights, and windows, or any kind of non-ventilation space)

Space preferred:     6m X 6m (minimum)

9) HOSPITALITY
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a) Dressing Room-

- 1 dressing room (for 8 people) with Table space and chairs for 8 people                                     

-A full body size long mirror (Mirror for make-up for 6 people)

-High speed Internet connection 

- 1 production office 

- Table space and chairs for 2 people

- High Speed Internet connection

-Outside telephone line 

b) Amenities

- 20 bottled (0.3 L) of mineral water/per day to be provided to the performer.

-Catering(lunch/dinner/snacks for 8 people)

10) ATTENTION

Presenter has to ensure due to local regulation that the audience is informed

1.Strobe effects during performance 

2.Smoke effects during performance 

3.Laser effects during performance 
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